ERS electronic is announcing Woowon Technology Co., Ltd. as
new sales channel partner
MUNICH, JULY 11th, 2018 – ERS electronic, the industry leader in the market of thermal
management solutions for semiconductor manufacturing, is adding the Korean company
Woowon Technology Co., Ltd. to their list of distributors in Asia. Woowon will, as of July, be
in charge of sales and distribution of ERS’ products in Korea. Woowon has, since its
establishment in 1990, facilitated the growth of more than 30 major foreign manufacturers
from its headquarters in Kyeonggi-do, Korea.
“We believe it’s the perfect time to add a channel partner in the region and expand our
footprint in Asia” says Laurent Giai-Miniet, CSMO and CEO. “Korea is one of the largest
semiconductor equipment markets at the moment, and we expect it to grow even more. We
are already seeing an increase in demand of tri-temperature wafer testing for Memory
production, as well as for eWLB and FOWLP manufacturing equipment for advanced
packaging. Expanding our business in Korea after having started our Chinese operation is
critical for ERS growth.”
“Woowon Technology is proud to be associated with ERS, and to add Thermal Wafer Test
and Wafer Debonding Technology to the portfolio of industry leading companies we
represent. We are delighted to be offering ERS’ thermal chucks and automatic debonding
solutions in Korea”, commented Dr. Hwan Oh, Founder and President of Woowon
Technology.

About ERS:
ERS electronic GmbH, based around Munich, has been producing innovative thermal test
solutions for the industry for nearly 50 years. The company has gained an outstanding
reputation in the sector, notably with its fast and accurate air cool-based thermal chuck
systems for test temperatures ranging from -65°C to +550°C for analytical, parameterrelated and manufacturing tests. Today, thermal chuck systems developed by ERS such as
AC3, AirCool® PRIME, AirCool® and PowerSense® are integral components in all largersized wafer probers across the semiconductor industry.
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